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Abstract. We presenta new microphysicalmodel for the vapor growthand aspect
ratio evolutionof faceted,hexagonalice crystalsin the atmosphere.Our model
is basedon a novel,efficientnumericalmethodfor solvingLaplace'sequationfor
steadystate diffusionon the surfaceof a three-dimensional
hexagonalprism, and
alsotakes into accountthe surfacekinetic processes
of crystal growth. We do not
includeventilation, so our model is limited to stationary crystalsor falling crystals
smaller than 100/•rn. We calculate a self-consistentsolution for the distribution of
the supersaturationand the condensationcoe•cient on eachcrystal face, for several
different assumptionsregarding the crystal growth mechanism and ice surface

properties.We use this model to predict the aspectratios expectedfor facetedice
crystalsover a range of temperaturesand supersaturations,as well as to estimate
the conditionsfor which faceted growth becomesunstable and the crystals become
hollowedor dendritic. We compare these predictions to observedfeatures of ice
cloud crystals to infer some microphysicalcharacteristicsof ice crystals and their
temperature dependence. We also compare our predicted mass growth rates with
thoseof the capacitance model for spheresand ellipsoidsto look at the effectsof
shapeand surfacekinetics. Finally, we insert the single-particlecode into a simple
parcelcloud model to investigatethe feedbacksbetweencrystal surfacekinetics,
shape,and the thermodynamic properties of clouds.

1.

Introduction'

Habit

Evolution

in

Many laboratory and field observationshave found that

the aspect ratio and habit of a vapor-growncrystal
Vapor-Grown Ice Crystals
dependon the ambienttemperature(Too)and superThe shapes of ice crystals in the atmosphere,and saturation (rroo). Planar crystals(F < 1) form when
the physical processesthat determine them, have long T• > -4øC or -10øC> Too > -22øC, and columnar
beensubjectsof greatinterest,not onlybecause
of their crystals(F > 1) form when-4øC> To• > -10øC or
importancefor radiativetransfer[Vogelmannand Ack- Te• < -22øC. At a giventemperature,observedcryserrnan,1995; Baker, 1997]and cloudparticledynam- tal shapesareincreasingly
lacunaror dendriticat higher
ics[Jensenet al., 1994b],but alsobecauseof their in- supersaturations:
Columnsdevelophollowsat eachend,
herentbeautyand complexity[Frank,19821
. The pri- and plates typically have six separatearms or branches.
mary growth habit, or shape,of a facetedice crystal is These observational results have been summarized in a
a hexagonalprism with two basal facesand six prism numberof habit diagrams,for examplethe Kobayashi
faces.The aspectratio is definedasI' -- c/a, where2cis [1965]diagramshownin Figure1, whichall showsimilar
theheight,or distancebetweenthe basalfaces,and 2a shapevariationsasa functionof temperatureandsuperis the width, or distancebetweenoppositeprismfaces. saturation[Nakayaet al., 1958;Mason,1971;Magono
and Lee, 1966]. However,there are also observations
.

•Now at Departmentof ComputerScience,CourantIn-

whichdo not fit neatlyintothesediagrams.Hexagonal

stituteof Mathematical Sciences,New York University,New ice crystalscollectedfrom the atmosphereat temperaYork.
tures below-22øCoftenconsistof a mixture of plates
andcolumns[Curryet al., 1990;Heymsfield
et al., 1990;
Copyright
2001by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
Korolevet al., 1999].It is difScu!tto interprettheseobservationsbecausein the atmospherecrystalsmay exPaper number 2000JD900338.
periencedifferenttemperatureregimesduringgrowth
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Figure 1. Habit diagram,basedon laboratoryobservations,
reproducedfrom Kobayashi[1961].

we have very few measurementsof the microscopicsurface parameters over the tropospherically relevant tematures,suspended
in an electrodynamic
balance[Bacon perature range. In most ice crystal growth modelsin
ei al., 2000], plate-likecrystalspredominatebetween- the atmospheric literature, crystal shapes are usually
20øC and-40øC, where most habit diagrams indicate approximated as ellipsoidsof fixed, or temperaturecolumns. Ice crystals with I' _> 10 have been observed dependent aspect ratio, and the surface kinetics are
in clear-sky precipitation in Antarctica, together with neglected. Yokoyarnaand Kuroda [1989]presented
a
three, four, five, and six-sidedplates at temperatures model in which crystal surfacekinetics and shapeevodue to sedimentation and transport. However in a laboratory study of ice particles grown at constanttemper-

around-35øC [Kikuchi and ttoga•, 1979]. We should lution are treated in detail, but only for two-dimensional
also note that many of the larger ice particles found crystals.More recently,Libbrecht[1999]hasdeveloped
in the atmosphere are aggregatesof many individual an interesting
methodfor modelingthe growthof three
dimensional
cylindrical
crystals which includesa pacrystals(snowflakes),
or polycrystallinewith a common
rameterized
treatment
of
surface kinetics, but he has
origin (bullet rosettes,sideplanes)[e.g.,Heymst•eJd
el•
not
explicitly
modeled
the
crystal
growthmechanism(s)
a]., 1990],but in this paperwe will consideronlysingle
crystals.
The primary physicalprocessesresponsiblefor both

or includedlatent heating effects.

Althoughit is not yet possible
to constructa complete
theory or evena generalnumericalmodel of the vapor

the shape and growth rate of an ice crystal are (1)
macroscopic processessuch as vapor and heat diffu- growthof icecrystals,the importanceof this process
in

the atmosphere
motivatesus to take the first stepby
constructing
a
simplified
model,in whichwe (1) con(2) molecular-scale
surfaceprocesses
of incorporation
sider
only
simple,
faceted
crystalshapesand (2) use
of the vapormoleculesinto the crystal. Secondary
prosion in the environment surrounding the crystal and

cessessuch as ventilation and coagulationmay become empiricalvaluesfor ice surfaceparameterswhosetem-

is not understood.Because
the
important for large ice crystals,but will not be con- peraturedependence
accuracy
and
completeness
of
this
empirical
data
are
sideredin this paper due to the difficultiesalreadyinlimited,
we
have
tried
to
strike
a
balance
in
the
prevolved in modeling diffusionand surfacekineticsfor
of our modelpredictions,
usingthe available
three-dimensionalhexagonal crystal growth. Numeri- sentation
data
when
possible
to
make
our
"current
bestguess",
cal models of the distributions of diffusing quantities
outsidean objectof complexshapetend to be unwieldy but also stating our resultsin terms of the parameand slow. More important, the molecular-scale
physics ters that are now uncertain,in orderthat new and
can be usedin the futureto
of the incorporation
process
is not wellunderstood,
and improvedmeasurements
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refineour predictions.Our model is basedon earlier ambientvapormixingratio is givenby

crystalgrowthmodelswith coupled
diffusion
andsurfacekinetics[Nelson,1994; Nelson and Baker, 1996;
Wood,1999]combinedwith a novel,efficientnumerical

(p-

0.622
eeq(Too)
(1+era),
P

methodfor solvingLaplace'sequation on the surfaceof
a three-dimensional
hexagonalprism developedfor this

where• is molecularweightand eeqis the equilibrium
application
primarilyby oneof us (D.C.).
Thegoalsof this paperare (1) to presentan efficient vapor pressureof ice, assumedhere to be much less
numericalmodel for calculation of the evolution of sin- than p. The growingcrystal is a sink for water va-

gle,vapor-grown
faceted
icecrystals,
(2) to delineatepor and reducesthe vapor mixing ratio in the vicin-

the thermodynamic regimes in which ice crystals are ity of the crystal. For stationary ice crystals,we have

expect.
edto growasfacetedcrystals,(3) to infermicro- quasi-steadystate diffusionand the vapor field obeys
physical
growthprocesses
fromobserved
crystalshapes, Laplace's equation,
and(4) to insertthe single-particle
codeinto a simple
V•q = 0.
(2)
cloudmodel and test its predictions against those of
For facetedgrowththe vaporflux to the crystalis unisimplerice crystalgrowthmodels.
form
alongeachf•ce [Nelson,1994].For notation•lconIn section2 we present the mathematical problem of
venience
we usethe subscripti to numberthe crystallofacetedcrystal growth, describeour numerical method
for its solution, and discussthe limitations of the model.

In section3 we describe the surface kinetic processes
and microphysicalinput parameters that determine the
condensation
coefficients.In section4 we presentsome
modelresults inc!uding the calculated distributions of
supersaturation
and condensationcoefficienton the surfacesof three-dimensionalhexagonalcrystalsand their
linear and mass growth rates. We compare our predictedmassgrowth rates with those of two other ice
crystalgrowthmodelscommonlyusedin cloudmodels,
namely,the equivalentsphereand capacitancemodels.
We alsouseour model to predict the growth shapesexpectedfor crystalswith differentassumedgrowthmechanismsin a range of environmentsand to define the
conditionsfor stability of faceted crystals. In section
5 we apply these results to observedfeaturesof crystals in cloudsto infer microphysicalcharacteristicsof
ice crystals at low temperatures where some parame-

graphically
distinctfaces.Forsymmetriccrystals,there
are two classesof faces;i - 1 correspondsto the basal,
or c f•ces, and i • 2 correspondsto the prism, or a
faces.

Then the condition of uniform flux to the ith

face can be expressedas

PairDv(T,P)
•Oq= F•i

i- 1,2,

(3)

wherepai• is the densityof air, 0( )/On denotesdifferentiation with respectto the directionnorm• to the

surface,and the flux valuesFv,i are unspecified
constant scalarsrepresentingthe vapor flux to the two sets

ofcrystalfaces.D•(T, p) (m•/s) isthevapordiffusivity,
given by

D•(T,p)
- 2.0
x10
-• T •/•

P

whereT0 - 273.13• K andp0 = 10!, 300Pa [Pruppacher
tershavenot been measured(below -15øC). We use and Klett, 1997]. For each set of environmentalconthe inferredmicrophysicalparametersand our model ditions,we assumea uniformvalue of Dv(T,p), comto derivein section6 the first model-predictedhabit di- puted using T = T• and a constant pressurep, •agramfor the range -30øC •_ T •_ 0øC, for several sumed to be the ambient pressure. For notational condifferentassumptionsregardingthe operative crystal veniencethis constant value will be referred to as simply
growthmechanism(s).
In section7 we insertthe single- 9• - 9•(•,p).
particlegrowthcodeinto a simpleparcelcloudmodelto
Theseequationsprovideflux (or Neumann)boundary

investigate
thefeedbacks
betweencrystalsurface
kinetics, crystal shape, and the thermodynamicproperties
of clouds.A summaryand discussion
of our resultsare
givenin the final section.
•
2. The Mathematical
Numerical
Solution

Model

and

2.1. Modeling Ice Crystal Growth From the
Vapor

conditions

of the form

Oq
F•,•
=
On PairDv'

on facei, i - 1, 2,

(5)

for (2).
To determinethe unknownconstantsF•,,i, we require
that the flux rate of vapor due to diffusionof vapor to
the crystal surfaceequal the rate of molecularincorporation due to kinetic processes
on the surface.At each
point x = (x, y, z) on the crystalsurface,this condition

Consideran ice crystalgrowingin an environmentat can be expressedas
ambienttemperatureTc•, total pressurep, vaporpresc•q
•th
sureec•, and supersaturationcry, wherethe subscript
pairDV
•nn
=
pairqeq
(T(x),
p)-•-ai(a(x)
)a(x), (6)
c• indicates
parametervaluesfar fromthe crystal.The
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wherethe left-handsideis an expression
for the diffusive that temperature variations on the surface are not re-

vaporflux andthe right-handsidean expression
for the flectedin the bulk crystal.This is a commonassumpkineticvaporflux. The functionsc•i(cr),i - 1,2, are tion that allowsus to avoidthe more complicatedproblem of solvingfor temperature in both the crystal and
be derivedin section3, and •tn is the componentof surrounding environment.
The far-field temperature is given by Too, and the
the thermalvelocityof the molecules
directedtoward
boundary
conditionsat the crystal surfaceare givenin
thecrystalsurface
(givenby v/SkT/7rm).Thevariable
terms
of
the
conductiveheat flux FT,i to eachface. This
(r(x) is the spatiallyvaryingsurfacesupersaturation,
flux
can
be
related
to the vaporflux Fv,i by the expresgiven by

the condensation coefficients for each face which will

or(x)
--q(x)
- qeq
(T(x),
p)'
qeq(T(x),p)

sion

(7)

Sincewe are imposinga uniformflux acrosseachface,

LsubF•,i
+ Fr,i - 0,

i - 1,2,

(10)

whereL,u, (J kg-•) isthelatentheatof sublimation,

vaporflux diswe haveonly two unknownflux values,Fv,• and F•,2, andF•,i (kg m-2 s-•) is the diffusive
to determine. Therefore we impose the flux condition cussedin the previous section. We can write the flux

(6) at only two locationson the crystalsurface.Math- FT,i in termsof the normalderivativeof the temperature as
ematically,attempting to impose(6) at morethan two
OT

locations would lead to •n overdeterminedsystem of

FT,
i -- • c•n' onface
i, i = 1,2,

equationsfor the unknownfluxesFv,i. Physically,re-

(11)

quiring the condition to hold on more than one location
where• (Wm -x K -x) is the thermalconductivity
of
on each face would imply that the growth rate of the
the surroundingair. Using(10) and (11), we find that
face is controlled by vapor fluxes at more than one lo- on the ith faces
cation, contradictingour assumptionof uniform faceted
growth. Owing to the symmetryof the crystal, it is suf-

OT

ficient to choosea set of symmetricpointsx• on each
of the c facesand x.• on eachof the a facesat whichwe
will imposecondition(6). We will henceforthlabel all

-Lsub
Fv,i

--

--LsubPair Dv Oq

•c

con'

(12)

variablesat these points by an asterisk.

Imposing(6) at the twosetsof locationsx? and ma- sothat on the crystalsurfacethe temperaturefieldT(x)
can be written directlyin terms of q(x)'

nipulating (6) leadsto an equationof the form

Oq_ qeq(Ti*,p)•th .

con

4D•

.

T(xi)- Tc•= -Lsubp•i•Dv
(q(xi)
- q•). (13)

_

ai (c
r;)cri, i 12, (8)

The spatially varying temperature is used in the comwherefor simplicitywe write cr• insteadof cr(x•). If we
putation of qeq(T,p), which in turn showsup in the
view the fluxesFv,i as unknownsand useequation(5), calculations of or.
we can determinevaluesF•,,i which lead to a solution
2.1.2.
Growth
rates of faces.
Once we have
of Laplace'sequation(2) whichsatisfies(8) at the two
computedthe fluxesF•,i, it is a straightforwardmatter
locationsxi* , i = 1,2. In section 22. we will describe
in detail how we numerically determine these unknown

to compute the growth velocitiesof the ith face:

flux valuesFv,i.
2.1.1.

1

Temperature

variations

[q = --

at the surface

Pice

Fv,i.

(14)

of the crystal. Phase changeat the crystal surface
liberates latent heat, which modifies the temperature This growth velocity will then be used to advancethe
near the crystal surface and thus the local supersat- interface in a manner described in more detail in the
uration.
For this reason we also want to be able to followingsection.
determine the spatial distribution of the temperature
2.2.

A Numerical

Solution

Method

field on the crystal surface. As with the mixing ratio
q, the rate of heat diffusionto the crystal surfacehapWe wishto solve(2) subjectto the surfaceboundary
penson a much faster timescalethan the growth of the conditions(3) for the full three-dimensional
hexagonal
crystal, so we can assumethat for the purposesof com- crystal. While analytic solutionmethods are feasiblefor
puting flux rates to the surface,the temperature field simplershapes,suchas the ellipsoidor cylinder, a fully
is in quasi-steady state and satisfies
numericmethodmust be usedfor the generalhexago-

V•T- 0.

(0)

nal prism. The two main issuesinvolved in determin-

ing the evolutionof the crystalshapeare (1) solving

Furthermore, we make the assumptionthat the diffu- Laplace'sequationon the hexagonalthree-dimensional
sion of heat in the crystal is much faster than in the crystal,and (2) determiningthe correctflux conditions
v•por, and thus that the bulk crystal is isothermal and
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To solvethis equation,we useBIEPACK [Atkinson,

Sincewe are interested
in valuesof q andfluxesonly 1999],a packagewritten specificallyto solveboundary
on the surfaceof the crystal,we formulateLaplace's integral equations on piecewisesmooth surfaces. This
equation
asan integralalongthe boundaryof the crys- packagecreatesand refinesa triangulation of the piece-

tal surface
andsolvefor the unknown
valuesq(x,y,z) wise smoothboundaryand solvesthe generalintegral
onthesurface
directly.Froma numerical
pointofview, equationusingcollocationmethodsover thesetriangles.
the boundary integral approach is convenienentbecause Figure2 showsa triangulationof the c and a faces.As
wecanhandlearbitrarygeometries
in a straightforwardthe triangulation is refined, the size of the linear sysmanner and, in principle, achieve solutions of arbitrar- tem that resultsfrom the discretizationof the integral
ily highorderof accuracy.Furthermore,
whensolving equationcan becomequite large. To solvethis system
exteriorproblems,boundaryintegral methodshavethe efficiently,
BIEPACKusesa twogriditerationstrategy,
advantage
that wedonot needto imposeboundarycon- described
by Atkinson[1994].Other methodsfor solvditionson an artificialfar-fieldboundary.Other meth- ing the integralequation(15) in three spacedimensions
ods such as finite difference or finite element methods includethe fast multipolemethod(FMM) of Greenwouldrequire that one approximate the far-field bound- gardand RoJ•kJin
[1997].This methodhasbeenshown
ary at a boundaryof a finite computationaldomain.
to give very accurateresultson extremely complicated
The boundaryintegralrepresentation
of the general geometries. The only drawback to the FMM is that it
exterior
problem
V2q- 0, subject
to Oq/On= f overa is tediousto code,and,currently,no softwareis readily
piecewise
smoothsurface$ is givenby

27rq(P)
+ q(P')
on2
' IP- P'l dSp,
+[2•r•)(P)]
q(P)
- fsf(pt)IP_1P'[dSp,,
where•(P) is the inner solid angle of S at P • S.
PointsP and P' are pointson the surfaceS, I-r'- P•l

available.

2.2.2. Determining flux values Fv,i. To computethe fluxesF•,i, weneedto satisfyequation(8). To
do this, we set up a nonlinearsystemG(Fv,i), where
the ith entry is givenby

Gi(F•,x,Fv
•)- Pair
.F•,i
,i (a;)ai,.
'~
Dv_ qeq(Ti*,p)•tn
4Dr c•
(16)

is the distance between P and P•, and the derivative

O( )/Onp, is the differencewith respectto the normal A description
of howto evaluatethe systemG is given
at point P•. This formulation can also be viewed as a in Figure3. In that subroutine
werequirevaluesq(x?)
Dirichlet-Neumannmap which takes,in our case,Neu- at growth locationsx•. These valuesare easily ob-

mann (flux) data and producesthe Dirichlet (value) tained by just choosingverticesof the triangulation
data which satisfy Laplace's equation. The solution
to the above problem assumeshomogenousfar-field
boundaryconditions. Adding q• to the abovesolution yields a solutionwith the proper nonzerofar-field
conditionsand that still satifiesLaplace'sequationand
the givenflux boundaryconditionson the surfaceof the
crystal.

used in BIEPACK that approximate these locations.
SinceBIEPACK returns valuesof q at eachof these

vertices,determiningq(x?) amountsto obtainingthe
solutionat the vertexchosen
to represent
x•.

Ourgoalis to solvethe systemG(Fv,i) = 0 to determinethe unknownfluxesFv,i. To solvethis system,we
passthe subroutinedescribedin Figure 3 to a standard

Figure 2. Triangulationof the top and onesideof the three-dimensional
hexagonalcrystal. The
midpointsof triangle edgesare used,alongwith trianglevertices,to approximatethe integralto
second-order
accuracyovereachtriangle. The solutionto the potentialequationfor the xnixing
ratio is computed at each triangle vertex and midpoint.
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Subroutine to compute the non-linear system G(Fv,i)
[Gx,G2]- SUBR01J?IlXlE
G(Fv,x,Fv,2)

1. Obtain two valuesOq(xi)/On, i -- 1, 2 from]•v,i using
Oq =
On PairDr'

x on face i, i -- 1, 2

2. Solvethe boundaryintegralequationin (15) subjectto the
flux conditionsgivenabove.This givesus the mixing ratio
q on the surfaceof the crystal.

3. Solvefor the temperaturefieldusing(13). This givesusthe
temperaturedistribution2'on the surfaceof the crystal.
4. The non-linearsystemis then given by

Gi(Fv,1,
Fv,2)
- Pair
Fv,i
•)v qeq(Ti*,P)
4Dr5th. . .
whererr• - a(x?). Note that Gx and G2 both depend
implicitlyuponFv,• and Fv,2throughq.

Figure 3. Algorithm
for determining
unknown
fluxesFv,i.
i(x) satisfy
Qr
root-findingroutine. The one we chose,HYBI•D1 is whereF - c/a andthe basisfunctions
the
equations
availablethroughNETLIB and hasthe advantagethat
it doesnot requireanalytic expressions
for the deriva= 0,
x e ar,
tivescgGi/CgFv,j
andinsteadcomputes
numericapproximations to these derivatives. The root-finding routine

= -Sij,

will returnvalues-•v,ithat provideconsistent
boundary
conditions for the mixing ratio.

q[ (x) - 0,

x onthejth faces, (19)
x

Once we have the proper fluxes Fv,i, we can determine the velocitiesof the two faces using (14). With
whered• = c,d2= a, 5ij = 1 if i = j and0 otherwise,
these velocitiesV/, we can update the crystal dimen- andf2r istheregionof space
exteriorto a crystalwhose
sions using
dimensions
are d• = c = F and d2 =- a = 1.

ThesefunctionsQ/r can be precomputed
using
BIEPACK for severalF values,and valuesat several

whered•ewandd•zdarethenewandolddimensions
of possible
setsof growthlocations
canbe stored.The
facei. The time stepAt is chosento adequatelymodel root-finding
routine
thenevaluates
(18)instead
ofsolv-

the dynamicsof the growthprocess.Usingthe new ingtheentire
boundary
integral
equation.
Forcrystal
crystaldimensions,
the newfluxesF•,i mustbe found, dimensions
(c,a) for whichc/a lies betweenprecomthe new dimensionsare updated, and in this manner
the crystal shapeevolves.
2.2.3. Accelerated numeric solution method.

puted
values
ofF, linearorhigher-order
polynomial
interpolation
between
storedvalues
ofthebasisfunction
is used.

The root-finding
routineevaluates
the system
described Forsimplicity,
weconsider
onlythreekindsof posi-

inFigure3 several
timesfordifferent
trialvalues
ofFv,i. tions
fortheledge
sources'
themiddle
ofthebasal
("c")
However,
whiletheroot-finding
routineissearching
for faces,
themiddleof the prism("a")faces,
andthecortheseflux values,the shapeof the crystalis not chang- ners,where
a basalandtwoprismfaces
intersect.
These
ing,sowecansignificantly
improve
the speed
of the arethex?defined
earlier.
Figure
4 shows
thebasis
func:

algorithm
bynoting
thatthesolution
canbewritten
in tions
Q•(x?),
j = 1,2,evaluated
ateach
ofthese
ledge

termsof basisfunctions
Q/r(x) as
1

2

source
positions.
Forcomparison,
we'showthebasis
functions
forrightcircular
cylinders
ofthesameaspect
ratios,as werederivedby Ne!son[1994].The curves

q(x)
=qc•
- Pair
Dv• _1•,•
d•q[(x), (18)arequitesimilar,
indicating
thatthebasic
features
of
k--1
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For notational convenience,we drop the superscript

middle of basal (c) face
lO

OF HEXAGONAL

F on the basis functions

,

from here on.

Q -hex
o

Q -hex

..... Qc-cyt
Q -cyl

0

2

0

4

6

middle of prism (a) face
,

Model

Limitations

The •nodel as it stands has several limitations.

2.3.1. Size limitation.
We are using Laplace's
equation to derive fluxes of heat and vapor in the
medium, which restricts us to the low Knudsen number regime,in whichthe crystalis large comparedwith
the vapormeanfree path, A(T,p). The meanfree path
variesfrom about 0.05/•m at sealevel to about 0.4/•m
in the upper troposphere,sothis conditionholdsfor all
troposphericcrystals over a few microns in size.
A more restrictive size limitation stems from the fact
that we have not included ventilation in our model to

F

10

2.3.

,

date, so that we focus on crystalssmaller than a few
100 /•m. Addition of ventilation to the model would
involveaddition of an advectionterm to equation (2);
in principle, this could be done with minimal increase
in complexity of the model.
2.3.2. Shape limitations.
As it stands,our crystal growth model is applicableonly to regular,faceted
hexagonalcrystalsin whichthereare only twodifferent

)Qo_he•"
Qa-hex
Qc-cyl
-cyl

lineargrowthrates,oneon eachsetof equivalent
'faces.
Extension to the full free boundary problem for three-

dimensionalcrystals,whereeachpoint of the surfacerespondsto its local environmentwithout the constraint
of facetedgrowth, would be a formidablejob requiring
many tunable parameters. This problem has been ap-

o

o

2

corner

lO

•. • -h"ex
o

__

Q-hex

..... Qc-cyl
Q -oyl

proached
for iceonlyin twodimensions
[e.g.,Yokoyama
and Kuroda, 1989]. The limitationto facetedcrystals
impliesa (temperature-dependent)
limitationto the supersaturationregimesoverwhichour modelapplies,as
explained in subsequentsections.
2.3.3. Surface kinetics.
Within the shape and
size limitations mentioned previously, the limitation
here is not with our model, but with the lack of knowl-

edgeregardingwhichgrowthmechanism(s)
operatein
water ice crystalsand someof the physicalparameters
which control them. These mechanismsand parameters
are described in the next section.
o

o

2

4

6

3.

The

Condensation

Coefficients

Figure4. Basisfunctions
Qc
r, Qa
r evaluated
at three The condensationcoefficientc• representsthe probassumed
ledgesourcepositions
x•, for the hexagonalability that an incidentvapormoleculeadsorbedon a
crystals
and for right circularcylindersof the sameas- growingcrystalsurfacewill becomeincorporated
into
pect ratios I'.

the crystal,andthereforehasa valuebetween0 and 1.
The physicsof crystalgrowthliesin the determination
of the functionrelatinga to or(x?),the supersaturation
the vapordiffusionfield are not much affectedby the at the crystalsurface.Laboratoryobservations
of ice
facetednature of the prism faces.
crystalgrowthat temperatures
belowabout-4øC are
Th.etemperatureat ledgesources
is alsocomputed usuallyinterpretedin termsof the terrace-ledge-kink
usingthe basis functions. We have
2

k-'-!

wherea:(W/(mK)) is the thermalconductivity
of air.

(TLK) model[e.g.,Burtonet al., 1951;Yokoyama
and
Kuroda,1989;KurodaandLacmann,1982]for the surfacekineticsat the ice-vaporinterface.While the den-

sityof vapormolecules
impinging
on the icesurface
at
atmospherically
relevanttemperatures
is muchhigher
than that on the crystalsto whichthe TLK modelhas
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{qoo,Too,
c•oo}

beselfeoe

{qs,Ts,

prism face

Two-Dimensional

,Spiral Dislocation

Nucleation

Figure 5. Schematic,crystal in vapor field, showingc, a axes, defining basal, prism facesand
the environmental and surfaceparameters. Insets are schematicrepresentationsof microscopic
ledgesourcesfor crystalgrowth,whichcan occuron any face (seetext, section3).

beenappliedin general,observations
[Frank,1982; $ei providea continuousledgesourceat any finite supersatand Gonda,1989]suggestcertainfeaturesof the model uration, and during growth the ledgeforms a spiral cenalso apply to ice.
For our purposesthe important feature of the TLK
model is that during growth the crystal surface consists of a series of fiat areas, or terraces, interrupted
at intervals by steps, or ledges, one molecular diameter in height. These are illustrated schematically in
Figure 5. Molecules from the vapor land mostly on
terraces and diffuse independently on the surfaceuntil
they encounter ledges,where they become incorporated
at kinks, or horizontal "jogs" in the ledge. Ledges advance as a result of incorporation of the new molecules;
when a ledge has coveredthe entire crystal facet, that
facet has advanced outward by one molecular diameter.
Thus the crystal growth rate is determinedby the prob-

tered on the dislocation.

Two-dimensional

nucleation

refersto the formationof stable,disk-shapedmolecular
clusterson the crystalsurface,and is a sporadicprocess
occurring only above a certain critical supersaturation.
These mechanismshave been observedfor a variety of

crystalsgrownin laboratoryexperiments[e.g., Kaldis,
1974].For simplicity,we assumethereis only oneledge
generation point on each facet.

3.1. Condensation Coefficients at Ledge
Sources

It can be shown[e.g., Kuroda and Lacmann, 1982;
YokoyamaandKuroda,1989;Nelsonand Baker, 1996]
that for screwdislocationgrowth (SDG), the condenability that an incomingmoleculewill be incorporated
sationcoefficientc•*(cr*) can be representedby the exinto a ledge before it desorbsback to the vapor. This pression
probability increasesas the spacingbetweenthe ledges
decreases.The ledgespacingis controlledby the rate of
(21)
a*(cr*) ,-(rr*/rrsD)tanh(rrSD/Cr*),
creationof ledgesand their velocityacrossthe surface.
The creationrate increases
with increasinga* = or(x?), whereCrSDis a scalingparameter.
and their velocitychangeswith the local valueof or.
For ledgegenerationvia two-dimensional(2-D) nuIn our model we assumethat the ledgesare created

either by (1) outcroppingof screwdislocations,
or by
(2) two-dimensional
nucleation.Screwdislocations
can

cleation

we can write

c•*(cr*)
= C'2/)V•cr*)exp(--CnucCr*/•cr,2D)
, (22)
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Figure 6. Condensation
coefficienta*(cr*) for casesscrewdislocationgrowth (SDG, solidline)
and two-dimensional
nucleation(2DN, dottedline), assuming
cr•= crc•,2z>
= 0.6%

whereCrcr,2Dis the "critical" supersaturationfor 2-D 3.3. Surface Kinetics in Crystal Growth Model
nucleation,the primary scalingparameter for this mechWe now use these ideas to define several crystal
anism, and Cnuc and •2D are relatively constant facgrowth scenarios. The ledges created by dislocations
tors that depend on temperature, pressure, crystal size,
that emerge on a facet provide attachment sites for
and surfaceparameters[Kurodaand Lacmann,1982]. incoming vapor molecul'esand hence represent vapor
Figure 6 showsa*(rr*) for spiral dislocations(equa- sinks on the crystal at all positive supersaturations.
tion (21)) and for 2-D nucleation(equation(22)) with However, predicting the probability of dislocationsin
crsD= Crcr,
2D -- 0.6•. From this figure it is clear terms of ambient conditions or nucleation scenario is
that in 2-D nucleation there is a threshold to growth difficult, if not impossible.It seemsunlikely (particuat or*= Crcr,2D,
whereasgrowth can occur for any posi- larly for large crystals)that the dislocationstructure
tive supersaturation in SDG.

3.2. Spatial Distribution

would be so uniform over all six prism faces that symmetric crystals would readily ensue; moreover, labora-

of Condensation

Coefficients

tory findings[McKnightandHallerr,1978]at -15 ø and

-3øC showedthat at those temperatures there were no
dislocations
on the prism faces. In the absenceof disEquations(21) and (22) give the functionalforms
for a*(cr*), the condensationcoefficientsat the ledge locations,the ledgescanonlybe generatedby 2-D nusources,
that is, at xi - x•. To definethe condensation cleation,sothat thereis virtuallyno growthat surface
below6rcr,2
D.
•
coefficientai at other positionsxi on the ith crystal supersaturations
The presence or absenceof dislocations is therefore
face,we recall that in facetedgrowth Fv,i is uniform
very importantin determiningthe characterof crystal
overeachfacet. From (8) and (3), we have
growth, so we haveconsideredseveralpossibilities
for
the surfacestructureof the ice crystalsin our model.

4F•,i
(23)
a*(cr•)
- p•i•qeq(Ti,,p)•tncr•

Let Dn indicatea crystalwith emergentdislocations
on n sets of faces;that is, Do denotesa crystalwith
and
no dis!ocationson any facet (growth can only occur
by 2-D nucleation);Dx denotesa crystal with dislo(24)
O•iO'(Xi)
-- 0:*
cationspresentonlyon oneset of faces,prism(Dxa) or
basal
(D•c); and D2 denotesa crystalwith dislocations
Thuswe can definea spatia!!yvaryingfunctionai as
presenton both faces. When dislocationsare present,
growthoccursby eitherSDG or 2-D nucleation,depend4F•,i
ai =
(25) ing on which mechanismyieldsthe highestflux. The
Pai•qeq
(T;, P)Utn
cr(xi)'
ledgesourcelocationfor SDG is alwaysassumedto be

wherea(xi) is computed
fromthe mixingratio q(xi).

at the center of the face, and that for 2-D nucleation is
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Temperatureø C

Figure 7. Observed
valuesof crcr,
2D(T) on basalandprismfaces,reproduced
from Nelsonand
Ix;night[1998].Errorbarsfor the basalfaceindicateuncertainty
in the supersaturation
at which
growthstarted.The solidcurveis a fit to the data andis dashedat its endsbecause
slopesare
not definedthere. The upperlimits of the prismfacecriticalsupersaturation
data (downward
pointingtriangles)wereestimated
fromobservations
of equalgrowthon all prismfaces.At 5.5ø
C an upperlimit wasnot recorded.Lowerlimits (upwardpointingtriangles)are the highest
supersaturations
at whichnongrowth
of oneor moreprismfaceswasobserved.
The steepdotted
line is the ice supersaturation
for vaporin equilibriumwith supercooled
liquidwater, and the
lower dotted line passesthroughthe prism face data. The effectthat growingfaceshad on

reducing
thesupersaturation
onthenongrowing
faces
wasestimated
to belessthan10%forthe
extremecrystalshapes
in the experiments.
Its effectis not includedin the data [Nelsonand
Knight, 1998].
either at the center or corner dependingon which has peratures in between, the two values are very closeto-

the higher surfacesupersaturation.Note that as CrSD gether,withCrcr,2D
a perhaps
slightlyhigherthancrcr,2
D.
The uncertainty in the measurements,and the limited
increases,the crystal facetsbecomemore "perfect",or
dislocation free, and D• and D2 crystals becomeequivalent to Do crystals.

Oneof the goalsof thispaperis to identifythe growth
mechanismsand, in particular, the apparent role of
dislocations,prevalentin different atmosphericcloud

regimes.To dothiswewill compare
observations
of the
crystalsthat formtherewith the resultsof ourgrowth
modelfor differentcrystaltypes (Do, Z)•, and D2).
3.4.

The Input Parameters

There are few measurements of the characteristic su-

persaturation
forSDG,CrSD.SeiandGonda[1989]
measured values between 0.3% and 3% on the surfacesof

icecrystalsgrownon substrates
at temperatures
above

range of temperatures and humidities over which they
were taken, limit the accuracy with which growth rates
of crystals can be calculated. However, we are primarily interestedin understanding the observedpatterns in
crystal stability and growth, for which the approximate
valuesof the measuredcritical values (which are confirmedby independenttests) suffice.Althoughwe use
by-eyefit to the measuredaveragevalueshere for some
illustrative figures and calculations, in the main body
our major results are presented in terms of the ratio
of ambient to surfacecritical supersaturations,so that
they can be applied to new surface parameter measurements as these become

available.

A surprisingaspectof the laboratory resultsis the

was alwaysso low: lessthan 1% at
-30øC. Predictedgrowthrates are fairly insensitiveto fact that C•cr,2•9
temperatures
above
-10øC, and a maximumof 2.5%
themagnitude
ofcrsD,sincea* is a slowlyvarying
func-

at -15øC. Theoretically, the supersaturation scales
and
Crc•,2•>
increasewith increasingedge free energy
Nelsonand Knight[1998]obtainedempiricalvalues

tion of this parameter.

of critical supersaturation
for two-dimensional
nucle- • (J/m), the energyof formationof a step. Calculafrom valuesof "/ derivedfrom
ation,O'cr,2D,
forthebasalandprismfacesof icecrys- tionsof erst>and Crc•,2D
bond-counting
arguments
[KurodaandLacmann,1982:
tals grownon the endof a capillarytube at temperaWood,
1999]
yield
values
c•cr,9•z>
m 10- 100%. The
tures above~15øC.The facesin contactwith the capildifferencebetweentheory and observationmay be evbut the free facesoften exhibiteda suddenonsetof idencethat at temperatures closeto the melting point

larygrewat allsupersaturations,
presumably
bySDG,

growth
asthesupersaturation
wasincreased.
Thevalue the ice surfaceis sufficientlydisorderedthat the bond

at which the onset occurred was taken to be Crcr,
2D. countingargumentsare not appropriate.While there
Their results(reprintedherein Figure7) exhibita existice crystalgrowthmodelsthat explicitlydescribe

of vaporinto a liquid-likelayer[Fukutaand
largeamount
ofscatter,
butthegeneral
pattern
isthat absorption
a
c
above-4 øC and below -9 øC • and at temO'cr,2D
• (Ycr,2D

Lu, 1994; Kurodaand Lacmann,1982],theseinvolve
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parameters
andassumptions
thathavenotbeenmeasuredor tested. We have chosenthereforeto estimate
thecriticalsupersaturation
for 2-D nucleationcrcr,2
D(T)
at T _>-15øC from the measurements
of Nelsonand
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lipsoid of revolution of major and minor axes Ccap,
ac•,p
is

-•[c.•
= Dvp•irqeq(Tc•,p)rr•47rC(acap
(28)
+ z(r,p)
'
whereC(acap,Ccap)
iS the capacitance
of the ellipsoid

3.5. Physical Interpretation of Solutions

and Z(T,p) is a measureof the thermalimpedance
to
In the analysisof model resultsto follow, it is conve- growth:
nientto conceptualizesomeof the important equations

fromthe previoussections.From equation(8), we see

Z(•,p)-

the flux to any point on the ith face increaseswith su-

•
D•Lsu•Pairq•q,•
(•,•
Ls•1), (29)

persaturation
at theledgesource
locationonthatface: where R• is the specificgas constant for water vaandKlett,1997].Thecapacitance
of a
F• ,i oca* i6ri*.
(26) por[Pruppacher
*

Anotherrelationshipbetween F•,i and cri comesfrom

sphereis its radius,sothe massgrowthrate of a sphere
of radiusreqin the low Kn regimeis

(18),whichshowsthat the vaporconcentration
at the

•flsphereDvPairqeq(T•,p)a•4wreq
(30)
1 + Z(T,p)
'

surfaceof a growingcrystalis lessthan that in the ambient air becausethe growingcrystalfacesserveas vapor
sinks. For the purposesof qualitative analysis we can

Our hexagonal crystal model calculatesthe linear

maketheapproximation
that qeq(Tc•,P)----qeq(T(x),p), growth rates • and 5 of each crystal face, so the total
soequation(18) can be written

massgrowth rate for a solid hexagonalprism is given
by

2

Pai•
D•qeq(To•
p)E F,•dkQk(x•)
•

12

k--1

•[• - •p•a(2ca
+aa).

2

=

-

4

(27)

The

two

main

differences

between

our

(31)
model

and

the capacitance model lie in their treatments of crystal
shape and the microphysicsof crystal growth. We cal-

whered' = d/A and A is the vapormeanfree path: culate the growth of regular hexagonalprisms instead
X • D•,/gt•,. The productc•cr•z>diQ•(x•),for exam- of ellipsoids or spheresand relate the evolution of parple,represents
the lossof vapor at the ledgesourceson ticle shape to surface parameters that can in principle
r.he prismfacesdue to the fluxesto the basalfaces;ac- be measured. The capacitance model can be used to
cording
to equation(27), cr•decreases
with Ft,,ibecause simulate crystals with different shapes and aspect raof the vaporsink on the ith surfaceduringits growth. tios, but it cannot predict what those shapes will be.
Ourmodelsolvesthe crystalgrowthproblemby find- Also, in the capacitanceand sphere models the diffu-

ingthevalues
ofor.?
that simultaneously
satisfy(26)and sive flux to a crystal is proportional to a•; the surface
(27).

supersaturationis zero everywhere.In reality, a• must
be greater than zero on the surfacein order to drive

the surfacekineticprocesses
of crystalgrowth[Kuroda,
1984].In our modelthe flux to the ith facetis proporWe haveapplied our numericalmodel to the inves- tional to a• - a•, where a• > 0, as determinedby the
tigationof the link betweensurfaceparametersand solutionto equations(26) and (27). For a givencrystal
macroscopic
crystalpropertiesovera rangeof param- shape,the flux of vapor to the crystal predicted by our
etervaluesrelevantto atmosphericclouds.We discuss model can therefore be much smaller than that given

4.

Model

Results

our results in this and the next section of the paper.
,

4.1.

Instantaneous

Mass

Growth

Compaxisons to Other Models

Rates:

by the capacitanceor spheremodels.
In order to observe the effects of these differences,
we have comparedthe instantaneousm•s growth rates

predictedby each of four crystalgrowth models: (1)
Therateofmass
growth
ofa crystal
(3•r)isusuallyHEX-D2: our hexagonalcrystal model for type D2
on all basaland prism
approximated
in atmosphericwork by use of the so- crystals(thosewith dislocations
faces);
(2)
HEX-D0:
our
hexagonal
crystal model for
calledcapacitancemodel in which the crystalsare astype
Do
crystals
(those
with
no
dislocations),
where
sumed
to be ellipsoids
of revolutionor spheres.In these
we
assumed
acr,2D(c,a)
=
(0,6%,0.5%)
[Nelson
and
modelsthe surfacekinetic processes
of crystal growth
Knight,
1998],
and
as•
=
ac,,2•
on
each
face;
(3)
CAPare not treated, and the supersaturationat the surfaceof the particleis assumedto be zero. According ell: the capacitancemodel(equation(28)) for an equal
to the capacitancemodel, in the low Knudsennumber volumeellipsoidof the sameaspectratio; and (4) CAP(Kn = %/d)regime,the rate of growthof a solidel- sph: the spheremodel(equation(30)) for a sphereof
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Figure 8. Comparison
of massgrowthratespredictedby our hexagonalcrystalmodelfor D2
crystals(solidlines)andDo crystals(dashedlines),andby the capacitance
modelfor equivalent
volumeellipsoids(dottedlines)and spheres
(circle).The upperplot showsthe effectof changing
the aspectratio whilekeepingthe supersaturation
constant.The lowerplot showsthe effect
of changing
the supersaturation
for isometric
crystals.The ambientconditions
usedfor these
calculationswere T = -10øC, p = 500 mbar, and the sphericalcrystal radiuswas 59 •m. We

assumed
Crcr,2D(c,
a): (0.58%,0.55%)[Nelson
andKnight,1998],andcrsD: Crcr,
2Doneachface.

the same volume. The resulting valuesfor eachmodel for the observedvariation with aspectratio is that the
tionalto the crystalcapaciare shownin Figure 8, plotted asfunctionsof aspectra- massgrowthrateis propor.
tio and ambient supersaturation.To better isolatethe tance,relatedin generalto the longestlineardimension

and hexagonalprisms
effectsof changingtheseparameters,the samecrystal of the crystal. For both ellipsoids
(or effectivecapacitance)
is minimum
masswas usedfor eachmodelcalculation(8 x 10-zø the capacitance
kg).
4.1.1.

for isometriccrystalsand increases
by about20%for
Effects of crystal shape.

The effectsof

bothmodels
asF -->0.2 andF -+ 5. Thus(1) /•-f

usingdifferentcrystalshapeson the model-calculatedis minimumfor isometriccrystalsfor both modelsand
bytheHEX-D2
massgrowthratesare bestseen(in Figure8) in the (2) theratioof growthratespredicted
HEX-D2 and capacitancemodelsbecausethe capaci- and CAP-ell models is almost a constant independent
tance model does not include surface kinetics and, al- of F. This constantis approximatelyequal to the ra-

= 1.18foranequivalent
volume
ellipsoid
and
thoughourmodeldoes,its effects
aresmallforD2 crys- tioacap/a
prism.Thereforehadweusedthe samecrystals for the parametervaluesusedhere. The reason hexagonal
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Plate 1. I•lodel-calculated
distributionsof surfacesupersaturation
and condensation
coefficient

fora D.>crystal
(a - 10/•m,F - 4) growing
at T - -9øC,p - 600mbar,andam - 0.7%.
Theshape
ofthecrystal
isa three-dimensional
hexagonal
prism,butcontours
areshown
ononly
onebasalface(hexagon)
andoneprismface(rectangle).
Forthiscalculation
wehaveassumed
values
forthecritical
supersaturation
readfromFigure7: O'cr,2
c D - 0.4%andO•cr,2D
•
- 0.5%. The
calculated
lineargrowth
ratesarefi- 0.019/•,m/s
anda - 0.012/•m/s,
gi¾ing
a mass
growth
rate
of •l•r- 7.2x 10-zz g/s.
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for a Do crystal (a - 10/zm, F - 4) growingunder the sameconditionsas in the previousplate
(T - -9øC, p - 600 mbar, and croo- 0.7%). The calculatedlinear growthrates in this case
are quite anisometricwith fi - 0.035pm/s and fi - 0.0021•.m/s,giving a mass growth rate of

gJ_r-3.1x 10-xl g/s.
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tal dimensions
rather than the samecrystalmassin the faces the condensation coefficient increases toward the
HEX-D2 and CAP-ell models,we would have obtained center to compensate for the decreasing supersaturanearlyidenticalmassgrowthratesfor eachaspectratio. tion and maintain a uniform growth rate. Physically,
4.1.2.

Effects of surface kinetics.

In the HEX-

this occurs becausethe steps nucleated at the center

Do model,dislocations
are absentso that growthcan speedup as they move into regionsof higher supersatoccuronly by 2-D nucleation. At low cro•, growth is uration, thus decreasingthe slopeor density of ledges
highlyhindered.Whenthe ratiocrc•/crcr,2D
_<1, the and making it lessprobable for adsorbedmoleculesto

growth
rateis nearlyzero,andfor crm/rrcr,
2D •_ 2.5 it become incorporated. Note, however, that c• does not
isstillreducedby about20% relativeto modelHEX-D2.

approach 1 anywhereon the crystal. Both faces are
growing
at approximatelythe same rate (0.04 /•m/s),
(Athigher
values
ofrro•/rrcr,'2D
faceted
growthbecomes

unstablefor Z)0 crystals, so that we cannot calculate

growthratesbeyondthis point. A

so this crystal would tend to become more isometric

detaileddiscussionunder constant

of this "stability limit" will be givenin section4.3).
4.1.3. Summary. In summary,for 0.2 _<I' _<5.0,
massgrowthratescomputedfrom the capacitanceand
the spheremodelsfor equal volumeshapesare within
10- 20% of those calculatedby our flat-facedhexagonal crystalmodel if dislocationsare plentiful, that is, for
D2 crystals,low CrSD.Much largererrorsare possibleif
surfacekineticsare neglectedin caseswhere dislocations
are not presentand the ambient supersaturationis less
thana few times crcr,2D.The valuesof Crcr,2D
measured
by Nelsonand Knight [1998]for T _>-15øC are •- 1%,

conditions.

4.2.2. Type Do crystal.
Plate 2 showsthe surface distributions of a and c• for a Do crystal of the
same shape as in the previous case, and growing under the same conditions. It is a general result of our

modelthat for cornerledgenucleation(x? -- Xcorner)
the supersaturation is equal to the lower of the two
critical supersaturationsfor 2-D nucleation on eachface

"'•
a
(or(x?)
• •cr,2D
.•low • min[crcCr,2D
,grcr,2D]
). Thesupersaturation on the basaI face is once again greatest at the
cornersof the crystal where it is maintained at or near

•o•v _ (Ycr,2D
c
=
.Ucr,2D

0.4%' On the prismfaces,however,rr

but becauseliquid droplets are likely to also be present is greatestat the center. The value at the cornersis too
in cloudsat these temperatures, and because in vapor low for 2-D nucleationon the prism face at this tempersaturatedwith respect to liquid water at temperature T ature, but cr increasestoward the center to values close

a D -- 0.5%. Two-dimensionalnucleationgrowth
(øC),the supersaturation
with respectto ice is approxi- to O'cr,2
matelytTl%, it is usuallythe casethat am >> •c•,2z>,so thus occurs but at a much slower rate than on the basal
that crystaI surfacekinetics will only affect shape and faces.
The surface distribution
of the condensation coeffinot growth rates. However at lower temperatures such
as in cirrus clouds,there is evidence(discussedin sec- cient shows that c• reaches its maximum value of 1
tion5) that crc•,2z>
is muchhigher(_>10%), sothat sur- near the center of the basal face, indicating that unifacekineticscouldlimit growth rates over a muchIarger form growth couldnot be maintainedfor any further inrangeof atmosphericconditions,and would thereforebe creasein the ambient supersaturation. In other words,
a more important model processto take into account.
•o• - 0.7• representsthe stability limit for faceted
4.2.

Surface

Distributions

of rr and

a

growth of Do crystals(of this size and shape)at this

temperature, in contrast to the D2 crystal case deOur model can be usedto calculatethe supersatura- scribed above which had all faces growing uniformly
tion and condensationcoefl:icientat each point on the at •o• - 1.5%. Generalresultsregardingthe stability
surfaceof a hexagonalice crystal. Examination of sev- limit will be discussed in section 4.3.
Although the figuresshownhere were calculateduseral examplesillustratesthe important featuresof these
distributionsand of their dependence
on crystalsurface ing a high-resolutiontriangulation with 770 vertices,the
lowerresolution(194 vertices)shownin Figure 2 gives
structure.
4.2.1. Type D2 crystal.
Plate 1 showsthe calcu- nearly identical results.
For most applications, we do not need to know the
lateddistributionof supersaturationon the basaland
full
distribution of rr and • on the crystal surface, and
prism faces of a columnar D2 crystal at T = -9øC,
are
only
interestedin the linear growth rates of eachface
calculated
by assuming
valuesof the criticalsupersatu(which
together
givethe total or massgrowthrate) and
rationsin the middle of the rangemeasuredby Nelson
whether
or
not
uniform
õrowth of each face is stable.
andKnight[!998]at this temperature.In this casethe
This
information
can
be
obtained
using the accelerated
surface
supersaturation
is highestat the cornersof each

faceanddecreases
towardthe center,and both facesare solution method described in section 2.2.3, in which cr
growingby SDG. Note that the maximum value of rr is and c• are calculatedonly at the corner and center of
c 2D =
almost
equal
toCrcr,

0.4% , the lower of the two crit-

each face.

icalsupersaturations;
anyfurtherincreasein rr• would
make2-D nucleationat the cornerthe dominantgrowth 4.3. Limits to Stable (Flat Faced) Growth
mechanism.

From observationsof vapor-grownice crystalsin the

Alsoshownin Plate ! is the corresponding
spatialdis- atmosphereand in the laboratory, it is well known that
tributionof c• computedfrom equation(25). On both compact faceted shapesare usually found at low su-
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is constant acrosseach face, that is, as long as

found at high supersaturations
(seeFigure 1). The empirical boundary between these two regimes seemsto
depend on temperature but is not well characterized.
The shape of ice crystals plays an important role in
determining their radiative properties, fall speeds,and
collision/collection
e•ciencies,soit is valuableto havea
way of predictingthis shapetransition in cloudmodels.
Using our crystal growth model, we can calculatethe
highestambientsupersaturationfor whichfacetscanre-

=

½2)

for all x on the face (seeequation(24)). For the faster
growingfaces,whichare the first onesto hollow,orb•
comeconcave,the surfacesupersaturationis highestat
the cornersand lowest at the center. If the ledgesource
is at the center of the crystal face, then ledgesspeed

up as they moveinto regionsof higheror(x), spread
out, and decrease
the local c•. There is no limit to how

main flat, _hol in termsof givenvaluesfor the critical much a can decrease,so this situation is alwaysstable.
supersaturationfor 2-D nucleation,Crcr,2D,
on eachface. If the ledgesourceis the corner(or the cornersource
As better measurements
of crcr,2D
becomeavailable,our becomesdominant),then ledgesslowdownand "bunch
the center,sothat a(x) increases
model predictions can be more confidently translated up" astheyapproach
towardthe center(seePlate 2) and a uniformgrowth
into actual atmosphericsupersaturation values.
Since the flux to any point x on a face is proportional

rate can still be maintained, but only up to a point.

its maxito the product •(x)cr(x), growingcrystalscanmaintain This equalitybreaksdownwhena(x) reaches
macroscopically
flat facesonly as long as this product mum valueof unity. When the growthrate at the center
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Figure9. Calculated
values
(open
circles)
forthecritical
ambient
supersaturation
_ho•
at

whichuniform
growth
ofthebasalfacesbreaks
downandhollowing
begins
for(top)D2 crystals

and(bottom)
Docrystals
ofvarying
sizeandaspect
ratio.Crystal
sizes
area =1, 3, 10,30,and
100/•mplottedin unitsofthevapormeanfreepath/l. T - -9 ø C, p - 600mbar.Growth
on

the hollowing
basalfacesis by 2-D nucleation.
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The term c•*•' r3 is the ratio of the diffusive and surj•j'q: j

portions,
thefacebegins
tohollow.
Thusstable
growthfacekinetic resistancesto growth on the jth faces.Diffusionbetweenthe crystal and the environmenttends
ispossible
onlyfor[Nelson,
1994]
to favor growth at the cornersbecausecornerspenetrate farther into the vapor or temperature gradient,
•(x•)
a tendencycounteractedat low supersaturationby the
We havenotedthat in general,2-D nucleationgrowth spatial variation in condensationcoefficient(equation
maintainsthe cornersupersaturationat a value close (25)). On a nearly hollowingfacethe ledgesourcesare
c 9.D])independent
of rrc•. at the corners.The face can only remain flat as longas

=

to

_<

(aa)

cr
Iøw
,O'cr
'
cr,2D = rain[Crcar,2D

Therefore as c% increases, the normal gradient

the ratio of diffusive to kinetic resistance remains less

creases
theflux Fv cr a*cr* (according
to equation(26)),
aswellasthe gradientin supersaturation
parallelto the

approximately2. The last term in equation(34) repre-

Ocr/On
•- (fro,- cr*)/dmustincrease.
Thisin turnin- than or equal to 1, so the minimum value of/•ta• is

sentsthe reduction of supersaturationon the hollowing
face(reducing
cr(xmi•)),sothat condition
(33)is met. facesdue to the vapor sink on the nonhollowing,"hi"
Eventually,
at somelimitingvaluecro•= _•otthecon- faces.This term is largeston D2 crystals,whengrowth
dition(33) canno longerbe satisfied,and the crystal on the nonhollowingface occursvia SDG.
face hollows.

Wehavecalculatedthe ratio •oo
..•ot/Ucr,2D-- t•stabfor

4.4.

Steady State Growth

Shapes

a rangeof crystaland ambientparameters.Our resuits,someof whichare plottedin Figure9, showthat

In this sectionwe calculatethe "steadystate" growth
shapethat developsin vapor growth under constanten2 < Rstab<_5 over the range of valueswe examined, vironmental conditions for comparisonwith published
and within this range/•sta• dependsto someextent on habit diagrams[Nakaya et al., 1958; Auer and Veal,

crystaltype. For Do crystals,/i•sta,- 2 to 3. For D2
crystals,/•s• depends
on rrsDon the hollowing
face;
Rstab
• 4 to 5 for crSD_ •low
Vc•,2
D. As crsDincreases,the
D2 crystalseffectivelybecomeDo crystals,and
decreases. The value of Rstab is not very sensitive to

1970; Chen and Lamb, 1994]basedon laboratoryand
field data. Observedaspectratios of small (< 100/•m)
ice crystalstypically range between0.2 and 5.0 overthe
0ø to-30øC temperaturerange,and the alternationsbetween planar and columnarhabits are consistentlyseen

ø, -10ø,-and-22øC.
eitherthe crystalaspectratio, or perhapsmoresurpris- at around-4
For comparisonwith these data, we have calculated
The resultsfor/•,tab can be roughly summarizedby the aspect ratio of initially isometriccrystals after 10
minutesof growth, for a range of valuesTo• and
the followingsimple arguments:
1. R,tab is nearly independentof crystal size. As The aspect ratio continuesto change as the crystal
wehaveseen,the cornersupersaturation
is fixedat all growsand doesnot achievea true steady state, but the
_lowD. If the gradientin cr rate of changedecreasessignificantlyafter a few mincrystal
sizes;or(corner)
m Ocr,2
parallelto the crystal surfacewereindependentof crys- utes of growth for the conditionsusedhere. Our results
tal size, then an increase in crystal size would result for three different assumptionsregardingcrystal surin lowervaluesof cr,,mid,and the hollowingcondition face propertiesare shownin Figure 10. Also indicated
wouldbe approachedsoonerfor larger crystals. At very on these plots are the maximum ambient supersaturalargesizesthis, in fact, is the case. However, the gra- tions at which uniform growth is stable, as discussedin
dientparallel to the face is approximatelyproportional the previous section.
For each crystal type we seethe observedtransitions
to the gradientperpendicularto the face (or flux) over
between
planar (F < 1) and columnar(F > 1) crystherangeof sizeswe examined.Sincethe flux decreases
tals
at
around
-3øC and -10øC for all crystal growth
withcrystalsize(at constantcry), the parallelgradient
types,
a
result
of the variations with temperature in
of crdecreases
with increasingcrystal size, and
observedcrcr,2
D. The transitionsbecomemore abrupt
remainsfairly constant over a large size range.
2. The value of trYstab
iS between 2 and 5. The values as crooincreasesand as the growth mode changesfrom
obtainedfor /•,t•b can be qualitatively understoodin SDG with low erst>to SDG with high CrSDto 2-D nu-

ingly,its size.

termsof equation(27). We designate
the faceswith the cleation, that is, as dislocationsbecome lessimportant.
lowerof the two critical supersaturationvalues"low", For c% > _•o• the crystalshollow,so the predicted
andthe other faceswe designate"hi". As Crc•increases, aspect ratios cannot be analyzed quantitatively in this
a givencrystalstartsto hollowfirst on the "low"faces, regime.
The figures show that as long as dislocationsare

so that, we can write
--

•

presenton everyface(D2 crystals)and crsDis low,only
fairly isometriccrystalsremainunhollowed,but asSDG
growthbecomeslessimportant(crSDincreases),more

low

!r•stab
-- Croo
/O'cr,2
D
,

I

,

!

1 + a•owd•owq•ow
+ a•id•iq•i

anisometriccrystals ckn remain faceted if the ambient
supersaturationremains below the stability limit. For
(34) Do crystals we find a wider range of aspect ratios in

Ucr,2D
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the faceted regime than for the other types: from less
than 0.25 to greater than 3, and an indication of much
highervaluesfor hollowedcrystals. Although 2-D nucleation growth explains the overall habit variation with
temperature, the fact that observedaspect ratios are
usually more moderate at temperatures above -30øC
suggeststhat dislocationsalsoplay a role in the growth
of atmospheric ice crystals.

(a) 3
2.5

"--"•1.5

1
5. Interpretation
0.5

of Field Observations

The stability criteria we have derived depend on the
critical supersaturation values of each crystal facet. In
the temperature regime for which we have data on surface parameters, we can infer the crystal growth pro•

0
-15

cessesfrom observedcrystal shapesand our stability
plots. At lowertemperatures
we infer valuesof Crcr,2
D
basedon field observationsof faceted,hexagonalcrystals at known temperatures and supersaturations.

(b) 3

hollowed

•

/

•

2.5

' '.•.

.75

'.',,.r,

Mixed

Phase

Clouds

At the warm temperaturesand high ice supersatura-

--ø

tions (due to the presenceof liquid water) in mixed

"...

"•'81.5
1

ß

'•cr,2DN
%••/

0.5

5.1.

'

phase clouds, croousually exceeds our predicted sta-

bility limit of 5Crcr2Don both faces, and indeed most
crystals have at least some hollowed or dendritic faces.
The basic habit changeswith temperature can be explained by 2-D nucleation growth on at least one set
of facestogether with temperature-dependentvaluesof

•rcr,2
D [NelsonandKnight,1998].Basedon our results
o
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in the previous section, the presence of dislocations on

the nonhollowing faces would probably produce crystals with more moderate aspect ratios than if they were
absent, so that comparisonsof model predictions with

observed
aspectratios[e.g.,Auer and Veal,1970]could

(C) 3
2.5

..-,. 2

potentially be used to infer dislocation occurrence frequenciesfor ice crystals in warm, mixed phase clouds.

hollowedit!/
/ /• /11•l":•

H?wever,
because
ourmodelis limitedto facetedcrys-

faceted•1/
l? •/111•.'"'i
t

ø'82"81.5
b 1

tals, we cannot yet make the quantitative predictions
required for this comparison.
5.2.

Arctic

Cirrus

t(oro]eveta].

Data

[1999]presentedin situ picturesof

crystals in Arctic cirrus cloudsat temperatures ranging
from -11 ø to -36øC. These show that fewer than 10% of
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the crystalslarger than 40/•m (their shape resolution
limit) have compactshapeswith fiat facets and sharp
cornersand that most are irregularly shapedpolycrystals or rounded(presumablysublimating)crystals.

There are severalpossiblereasonsfor the rarity of

Figure 10. Contour plots of the model-predicted as- large pristine crystals. Nucleation at low temperatures
pect ratio of initially isometriccrystals after 10 min of may producepolycrystalline
ice [Pruppacherand Klett,

growth under constantconditionsfor (a) Z)2 crystals 1997],or theseirregularcrystals
couldbe the resultof
with crSD= 6rcr,2D,
(b) D2 crystalswith crsD= 10%,
coagulation
of
smaller
pristine
crystals
[Jensenet al.,
and (c) Do crystals.Ne]sonand Knight's[1998]mea1994a].
Alternatively,
the
irregular
shapes
couldbe due
surementswereusedfor crc,,2z>.
Thick line denotesmaxto
the
increasing
effects
of
ventilation
on
larger
particles
imumsupersaturations
_notat whichuniformgrowthis
stable.

as they fall.
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Most of the columnswere found at temperatures be- supersaturationvaluesare of the order of 10% and that

low-22øC, and most of the thin plates were found the values of asp are consistentwith those measuredin
at temperatures
_>-22øC, as observedby others[see the laboratory[Sei and Gonda,1989].
Kobayashi,
1965; Chenand Lamb, 1994]. However, In orderto explorepossibleexplanationsfor the trigomostof the so-calledthick unhollowedplates were also nal [Yamashita,1973]and quadrilateralforms,wehave
foundat theselowertemperatureswherecolumnsmight investigated the supersaturation distributions on Dla
be expected. These are the smallestcrystalsshown crystals with dislocationson only some of the prism
byKorolevet al. [1999],andit maybe they arethe faces.An obviousexplanationfor trigonal shapeswould

youngest,
havingformedfromfrozendropletswithout be that these crystals had dislocationson every other
travelingfar from their formationlocation.Freezingat prismfaceand,if aoo_<acar,
2D,thesefaceswouldgrow
lowtemperaturescouldleadto the creationof many dis- out of existenceleavingonly the three nongrowingprism
locations,and thereforethe growth may occur via SDG, faces.Likewise,quadrilateralplates could be Dla crysexplaining
the fairly isometricshapes.We suggest
these tals with dislocationsonly on two oppositeprism faces.
However, nonsymmetric dislocation distributions can
are D2 crystals.
The measured supersaturationscorrespondingto also lead to symmetric crystals. Our model calculations
thesecrystalsrange from a few per cent at the higher show that lower supersaturationsoccur on the prism
temperatures
to around40%at the lowertemperatures. facesadjacentto the face(s)on which the vaporsink is
Someof the crystals are quite anisometric, with P • 5, greater, and vice versa. Also, subsequentsmall distorwithoutvisiblehollowing. Given the high ambientsu- tions in crystal shape do not appear to modify the supersaturations,
the fact that growthon somefacetsis persaturationdistributionsgreatly. This suggests,for
severelyhinderedwithout hollowingimplies (Figure 9) example, that having a dislocation on just one prism
that on thosefacetsthe valuesof acr,2• are comparable facewouldsuppressgrowthon the adjacentfaces,which
to the high theoretical valuescalculatedby Kuroda and would in turn enhancegrowth on the faces adjacentto
Lacmann[1982],•%od [1999],and others.If this is the those, which would suppressgrowth on the face opposite the dislocation,producing a trigonal crystal.
case,these are probably D• crystals.
5.3.

Antarctic

"Diamond

Dust"

Diamond dust refers to ice crystals which are often
observedto precipitate from relatively clear skies in
Antarctica. A large fraction of thesecrystalshave pris-

6. Habit

and Stability

Diagram

(-30 ø < T < 0øC)
Fromthe interpretations
of observed
crystalshapes
given above, we have constructedplausiblefunctions

tinefacetedshapes.KikuchiandHogan[1979]collected Crcr,2
) for --30 < T < _ 15øCwhich
D(T) andCrcr,2D(T
a
many of these crystals on Formvar-coated slides, and mergeinto the valuesmeasuredby NeJsonand Knight
usinga microscopeobserveda wide variety of shapes, [1998]at highertemperatures.Basedon thesefuncincludinghexagonalcolumnsand platesas well astrapezoidal,triangular, and rhomboidal crystals. The dominant shape was columnar with an average aspect ratio
rangingfrom 2.5 to 5.5, although many crystalswith
F >_10 were also seen. S. Warren (personalcommunication, 1999) has also observedlong, thin, unhollowedcolumnar crystals in Antarctica simultaneously
with small, nearly isometric,unhollowedcrystals. Inferredair temperaturesduring Kikuchi and Hogan's

tions we can extend our calculations of the stability

limits for D2 and Do crystals (as in Figures 9 and
10) to lower temperatures.The resultsare shownin
Plate 3. While the calculations below -15øC are based

on conjecture,they illustrate severalimportant points.
Facetedcrystalsare likely to be stable at muchhigher
am at low temperaturesthan they are at highertemperatures,potentiallyevenin the presenceof supercooled
liquid droplets.There is alsoa muchwider rangeof subelowacr,2D, makingit morelikelythat
observationswere around-37 ø to-35øC, and a• was persaturations
typically •, 30- 40% in the lowest 3 km of the atmo- models that do not take into account crystal surface
sphere.Columnsare the expectedshapesat thesetem- kinetics will be inaccurate. For example, Do crystals
peratures[Kobayashi,
1965],but it is at first surprising wouldnot be expectedto growat all for cry:< 10% at
to find that most crystalsare n6t hollowedand that -30øC basedon theseestimates,and Dx crystalswould
Notethat this
somehavesuchlarge aspectratios while othersfrom growonlyonthe faceswith dislocations.
latter possibilitycouldproduceplatesin the nominal
the samelocationsare nearly isometric.
The Arctic and Antarctic observationssuggestthat at "column"temperaturerange(T < -22øC), or columns

lowtemperatures
(1) the highaspectratio crystalsare in the ::plate"range(-22 ø < T < -10øC), asis someD• crystalswith dislocationsonly on the basalfaces, times observed.Experimentallydistinguishingbetween
while (2) the small isometriccrystalsare D2 crystals D2, /)•, and Do crystalson the basisof shapeshould
with dislocationson both prism and basal faces,and be much easier at low temperatures.
(3)thevalues
ofO'cr,21)
aremuchhigherthanhavebeen To compareour modelpredictionswith observations
measured
for T >_-15 øC. The extremeaspectratiosare of ice crystal stability limits, we have taken from
[1965]diagram(seeFigure1) the linesepreproduced
by our modelif we assumethat the critical Kobayashi's
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Plate 3. Conjecturedhabit diagram (top) for ice crystalsas a function of temperature (T) and

ambient
supersaturation
(croo)
predicted
byourmodelusingvalues
ofcrcC•,2z
>andcr•,2D (bottom)
basedon the [Nelsonand Knight,1998](NK9$) measurements
for T > -15øC and our estimated
extension of these values to lower temperatures based on field observations. In the top panel,

the thick blue line indicates the lower of the Crcr,
2D valuesat each temperature. The type of
_/ok,D is denoted. The thick solid black
growthexpectedforeachcrystaltypein theregioncro•< Ocr,2

linesindicate our model-calculatedstability limits for facetedgrowth of (lower) Do and (higher)
D2 crystals. For comparison, the red line indicates the observed stability limit suggestedby
the Kobayashihabit diagram (seeFigure 1). The straight diagonal dotted line indicates the ice
supersaturation in vapor saturated with respect to supercooledliquid water. The vertical blue
lines mark the temperatures at which
transitions between planar and columnar habits would be
_low

predicted
to occur(whencro•> Oc,,2D).
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araringthe "solid"crystalregimefrom the hollowor simulatecloudevolution, but serveonly to illustrate the
"skeleton"regime,and replotted it in Plate 3. At tem- importance of these effects.
In our simplified cloud model. we prescribean upcloserto. but somewhathigher than, our predictionsfor draft velocityand ice crystalnumber density(we have
D.2crystals.and has a remarkablysimilar shape. Be- consideredonly fully glaciatedclouds)and calculatethe
low -15 ø. Kobayashi's limit matches very closely our evolution of temperature, supersaturation,and ice cryspredicted
stabilitylimit for Do crystals.Althoughour tal size and shapeas they grow and releaselatent,heat.

peratures
above-15øC, Kobayashi's
observed
limit is

model results can only be as accurat,e as the input val- We have taken tl•e number density of ice crystals to be
- o-othat ice cr ystals 10t;m-:•, whichis towardthe uppere•tdof the ra.•geof
uesof crcn'•
•p. this comparison suooests
ntav contain fewer dislocations at lower temperatures. observed
numberdensities
in realclouds(typically103The fact that, facets appear to be more stable than we 10r m-3) [œ•'lt,
ppachcrartdNlctt. 1997:Stromctal..
.

havepredictedat 2r' >_ -15øC, where crc•.•ohas been 1997], in order to provide a noticeablesink for water
measured, could be due either to the difficulties of de-

vapor. We assumeall of the crystals have identical size.

tectingtltis tintit observationallyor to processes
we have sitape,and surfacecharacteristics.as they evoh'ewith
not included. or' treated correctly, in our model. Per-

time. We have not included nucteatior•of new particles.
hapsthe hotlowsare not noticeableuntil c;-• is signifi- sothe trambetdensity of particlesremainsconstant. We
cantlygreaterthan -•ø• althoughthis wouldbiasthe have also ignored radiative and ventilation efteels on
observationsat all temperatures, not just above
growth, but these are small for the small crystal sizes
Another experimental difficulty is measuring or main- considered.
Our results for two cloud cases are discussed below.
taini•g the supersaturation accurately at values below

liquid water saturation. Titis could be more of a prob- In eachcasewe have calculatedthe evolutionof the enleto at higher temperatures becausethe stability limits vironmentalcor•ditions(T and or,:,)and ice crystal charare lower, but one might expect values both greater acteristics(•. d.a. c, F, m) during rite updraft using (1)
than and less than the theoretical values in titis case. our hexagonalcrystal model assumingD._•.Do. and D•
In our model the only way to increase crystal stabil- cryst,als. and (2) the capacitancemodel. We assumethe
ity would be to suppress2-D nucleation at the corners. hexagonal crystals are initially isometric and determine
This could be an effect of impurities, which we have not the subsequentaspect ratio evolution self-consistently
included in our model.

Alternatively,
this could be an from the calculated values of d and •. For the capaceffect of steps generated by dislocations near the cen- itance model we use a fornmla for the aspec• ratio as
ter of the face which move toward the corners and may
a function of temperature taken from Chen and Lamb
disrupt subcritical 2-D nuclei, an effect not included in [1994],and we reducethe calculatedmassgrowth rate

our simplifiedtreatment of 2-D nucleationkinetics. If by 15% to compensate
for the largerradii (a and c) of
oursupposition
that ice crystalshavefewerdislocations an equivalentvolumeellipsoid(seesection4.1).
at lower temperatures is correct. then this effect would

alsodecrease
with temperature.

7.1. Case 1' High Temperature

In Figure 11. we follow the evolution of a cloud of ice
crystalsia a 20 cm/s updraft starting at T - -13øC, as
Becauseof its speed, our single-crystalgrowth code predicted by our model and by the capacitancemodel.
can he insertedinto dynamical modelsof ice ctoudsto We assumethe temperature dependenceof •.2D given
calculategrowth rates and shape evolutionof the ice in Figure 7, and asn= acr.,2n.
7.1.1. Supersaturation and crystal mass. The
crystals.We haveshownin previoussectionsthat for a
7.

Cloud

Model

fixed set of environmental conditions, different assumptions about the surface kinetic mechanisms and param-

ambient supersaturation increasesdue to cooling until
crystals become large enough to be an effective vapor
eterscan lead to significantlydifferentpredictions
for sink, then decreases. The peak supersaturation value
both growthrate and crystalshape. In clouds.condi- reached dependson the model, being highest for the

tionsare constantlychanging,and there can be strong model with the larges• surfacekinetic resistance(D0)
feedbacksbetween condensation rates, the ambient su-

and smallest for the model with zero surface kinetic

re-

persaturation,
and particlenumberdensities(sincenu- sisrance(capacitance). The mass evolutionspredicted
cleationratesare dependenton croo).Thereforeicecrys- by all of the n•odelsare very similar, so that in this case,
tat microphysics
couldhaveintportantmacroscopic
ef- an increasein surface kinetic resistanceis compensa[ed
fects on cloud evolution in addition to it.s control of the

for by an i•crease in supersaturation. This supersatu-

shapeand consequent
radiativepropertiesof cloudice. ration differer•cecould t•ave a,r•indirect,impact on mass
A full treatment of this problem is beyondthe scope evolut, io•t if it afbcted ice nucleation rates.
7.1.2. Crystal shape. The modelspredict very
of titis paper, but we can showsomeof the potential

effects
of including
surfacekineticsby usingourgrowtit different crystal aspect ratio evoluticms. The results
codein a simpleparcel cloudmodel. The calculations see• here could have bee• anticipated based on our
describedi• this sectionare not meant t,o realisticalii' "st,early state" ha.bit calc•tlationsshown in Figm'e 10.
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Figure 11. Evolut.
ion of ambientconditionsand ice crystalcharacteristics
for parcelmodelof

a full)-glaciated
cloud(2, - 20 cm/s,.¾- 10• m-3, p - 500mbar)comparing
fouricecrystal

growth
models:
ore'hexagonal
models
fortype/)'2(solid
lines),Do(dashed
lines),andD• (3ash-

dottedlines)crystals,
andthecapacitance
modelforellipsoids
withtemperature-dependent
aspect
ratio (dottedlines).We haveindicatedconditions
whereourmodelpredicts
hollowing,
andon
whichface,by cross-hatching
the corre'•ponding
lineargrowthvelocitylines.

The Do crystalsbecomevery platelike. with F becoming saturatedwith respectto liquid water, as it wouldbeif
less than 0 -1, because cr• never exceeds Gcr,2
• D , but the

D2 crystals remain isometric becausethe basal faces can

grow by SDG. (Note also that our znodelpredicts D0
crystalswould hollow on the prism facesduring the brief

the cloudhad just,glaciated.Applicationof our crystal
growthmodelbelow-15øCis hamperedby the lackof
data regardingcrcr.,2o
at thesetemperatures.Therefore
we have used the values inferred from observations, as

periodof time that a• > _ao•) Type D• crystalsbe- discussed
in section5. We havealsoassumedCrSD= 2ø•
'
come moderately columnar with 1 < F < 2. The aspect basedon the resultsof Sei and Gonda[1989]. With
ratio expected at these temperatures based on Chen and

these assumptionsregardingthe crystal surfaceproper-

Lamb's [1994]F(T) functionis 0.3-0.4, but this repre- ties. we have calculated the cloud evolut,ion for' D2, D•,
sents an averageof observedvalues which ranged fi'om

aztd Do crystals. and the capacitancemodel, as shown

0.15

ixtFigure12. In titis casethe evolutionof everyoneof
our test parametersdifferssignificantlyfrom rnodelto
model.highlightinõ
the importanceof icecrystalsurface

7.2.

to 0.85.

Case 2: Low Temperature

\Ve have also run our parcel model for the caseof an
ice cloud at around -25øC with an updraft velocity of 35

characteristicsin low-temperature clouds.

cm/s. Unlikethe last casewhichwatsinitializedat equi-

the supersaturatiort
decreases
rapidlyas crystalstake
up excess
vapor,titanreaches
a •early steadyvalueaf-

librium, here we assumed the i•itial vapor density was

7.2.1. Supersaturation and crystal mass. Here
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Figure 12. SameformatasFigure11for'coldicecloud(u,- 35 cm/s'A',,,•- 106nz-:".i;- 330
mbar). except we have used type D•a crystals instead of type D•c. The valuesused for the ice
•
-8•,
" D -9% (seeFigure3) • andasn--')t•- .
surfaceparameters
weregcr,.2D
Gcr,2

tera few minutes.

This value is • 2% for all cases ex-

cepttypeDocrystals
duetothehighvalues
asstuned
foI.

about 2. Tt•ese resttits de•nonstra.t.etitat both plates
and colunms ('a• form at tl•e same ten•perature, de-

•.•..2D at this temperature. The mass evolution is also pendi•xgon the distribution of •lish)cationson the cryssimilar for each model except for the D0 crystals which tals.
grew significantly slower. This is due to the fact that

theprismfaceswerebarely growing,sothat the surface
8. Sumlnary and Conclusions
areaof the growingbasalfacesremainedconstant;that
This paper deals wit}• two important, strongly couis.the crystalwasgrowingonly in one din•ension.This
caseshowsthat the supersaturationdoes not always pled aspectsof vat•or growth of atn•osphericice crystals
compensatefor surface kinetic effects on mass growth that have been largely neglected by previous n•odels:
rates.
shape and surface kidratios.W(, have developed one of
faceted crystals
7.2.2. Crystal shape. As in the previous case, the first •xodel• fi•r three-di•,teItsi•al

rt•epredictedshapeevolutionis also dramaticallydif• to take both of these into accottrtt irl a physical and
ferenrfi)r eachcrystaltype. Type D•,• crystals(which self-consistentway. It is the first model capable of calhavedislocations
on only the prisrnfaces)attainedan culating the axial growth rates a•d the surface distributions of supersatttrati•uta•M co•dermation coefficient
•)n
realistically stmt•ed. tln'ee--{linmnsio•al,faceted ice
7 tbr D0 •'rystals.and wear1 fbr D2 crystals.The average u.)scrxed valtte used for the capacit,ance n•odel was crystals. The model :s }rasedo•t a n(•vel, efficient

as'[•ecr
ratio of almost 0.2 after 10 mixnltes,compared to
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unstable when the ambient supersaturation reachesa

merical method for s>lution of the exterior boundary
value problent in three dimensions. We provide a first
step in relating the observedmacroscopicfeatures of ice
crystals to the surface processesby which they grow.
Our major results are summarized below.

value of 2-3 times øcr,2D
_•o•,, • the lower of the critical SUpersaturationson the basalor prism faces.For crystals
with dislocations
on eachface(type D2), facetedgrowth
remains stable at larger supersaturations, with hollow-

ingbeginning
at 4 to 5 timesøcr,2D_•o-•, Thestabiliw
. limit
8.1.

Growth

Rates

for type D1 crystalsdependson whether the dislocations are on the face with the lower or higher value of

8.1.1. Effect of shape. For hexagonal prism ice
crystals with the same mass but different aspect ra-

Crc.r.2D
, making the D1 crystalsthe same as Do or D2
crystals,
respectively. As the value of Crcr,2
D for each
tio (F - c/a), the massgrowth rate rh is smallestfor
isometric

crystals

and increases

for more

columnar

face varies with temperature, so will the absolute value

or

of _hol ForT > -15øC,Nelson
andKnight's[1998]

planar shapes,suchthat •h is m 20% higher for F - 5
and F -

measurements
of rrcr,2D
predict_ao•variesfrom 0.6to

0.2.

In cases where

the surface

kinetic

resistance

2.7%.

is low

Therefore under conditions of water saturation

(ac• > crc•,2D),the capacitancemodel predicts mass in •nixed phaseclouds,nonfacetedgroxvthis predicted
growth rates 10- 20% higher than our model predicts by our model, as observed.The frequent occurrenceof
for hexagonal crystals of the same aspect ratio and unhollowed crystals a.t the low temperatures and relamass. This difference is not strongly dependent on F, tively high supersaturationsof the Arctic and Antarctic
so reducing the ellipsoid capacitancemodel predictions suggeststhat critical supersaturationsare of the order
in each caseby 18% yieldsrh valuesthat are within 5% of 10% at temperaturesbelow about -20øC. Therefore
crOO
hø•couldrangefrom20% to 50%'
of our hexagonal crystal model.
The equivalent mass sphere •nodel produces mass

growth ratesat least 10% higherthan our modelpre- 8.3. Interpretation of Particle Shapes
dictionsfor isometrichexagonalcrystals.
Based on the results of our model, it is possible to
8.1.2.

Effect

of surface

kinetics.

The mass

use observed shapes of ice crystal crystals in the at-

growth rates of ice crystalscan be significantlyslowed mosphere,particularlyif the growthconditions(T,
due to surfacekinetics(the processes
by whichadsorbed are also measured,to derive information regarding the
molecules
becomeincorporated
into the crystallattice) nature of the ice crystal surface, including the critiif dislocations
are absentand the ambientsupersatura- cal supersaturations for 2-D nucleation, the abundance
tion is less than a few tinms the minimum critical su- and distribution of dislocations, and related to these,
persaturation for 2-D nucleation, or even if dislocations the crystal growth mechanism(s).Ideally, of course,we
are present and cr• is also << crXD the characteristic

would like to do this in reverse, and use our model to
predict the shapesand sizesof atmospheric ice crystals
for given environmental conditions. However, this is not
8.2. Stability Limits for Faceted Growth
yet possibledue, in large part, to our lack of knowledge
For crystalswith no dislocations(type Do) which regarding the physical nature of the ice crystal surface.

supersaturation for SDG.

grow only by 2-D nucleation,facetedgrowth becomes Therefore this "postdiction" of crystal characteristics
Crystal
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Figure 13
Diagramsummarizingour resultsfor the expectedshapestability,aspectratio.
axtdgrowthmechanisms
for ice crystalsof eachtype (D.2,D•, and Do) as a functionof R•t,• low
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/ crcr,2D'
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fromshapeis an importantexercise,
asis the collection Bacon, N.J., B. D. Swanson, M. B. Baker, and E. J. Davis,
Low-temperature electrodynamic balance study of the
ofmorein situ and laboratorydata.

evolutionand growth rates of supercooledwater droplets

Figure13 summarizes
ourresultsfor the expected and ice particles, Proc. Int. Conf. Clouds Precip., I3th,
shape
stability,
aspect
ratio,andgrowth
mechanisms
for 673-676, 2000.
icecrystals
ofeachtype(D2,D•, andDo) asa function Baker, M. B., Cloud microphysicsand climate, Science,276,
l..low
Ofl•stab-- croo
/•'
cr,2D' This diagramshowsthe stability

1072-1078, 1987.

limitseparating
facetedand hollowedcrystalsfor each Burton, W., N. Cabrera and F. Frank, The growth of crystals and the equilibriumstructure of their surfaces,Proc.
crystal
typeasdescribed
above.Wehavecharacterized R. Soc. London, ser. A 243, 299-358, 1951.
theaspectratio of facetedcrystalsas isometric,
mod- Chen, J., and D. Lamb, The theoretical basisfor the paramerate,or extreme(P) 10). Isometriccrystalsaremost eterization of ice crystal habits: Growth by vapor deposilikelyto be typeD2, with dislocations
on eachface. tion, J. Atmos. Sci. 51, !206-1221, 1994.
J. A., F. G. Meyer, L. F. P•adke, C. A. Brock, and
Crystals
withextreme
aspect
ratios(F _>10),suchas Curry,
E. E. Ebert, Occurrenceand characteristicsof lower trothelong"whiskers"
observed
in theAntarctic,areprob- posphericice crystalsin the Arctic, lnt. J. CIimatoI., 10,

ablytypeD_•c,withdislocations
completely
absenton 749-764, 1990.
prismfaces.The occurrence
of thesecrystals
implies Frank, F. C., Snowcrystals, Contemp.Phys. 23, 3-22, 1982.

that the supersaturationmust be lessthan Crcr,
2D On Fukuta, N., and Q. J. Lu, Surfacemicrophysicalmechanism
for ice crystalgrowthhabit development,Aimos.Res. 32,
thenongrowing
face,sothat lowerlimitsfor crcr,2D
at
31-43, 1994.
thesetemperatures
can be determinedif cro•is known. Greengard,L., and V. Rohklin, A new versionof the fast

As can be seen in this diagram, the regime most sen-

multipole method for the Laplace equation in three di-

sitiveto the presenceand distributionof dislocations
,,.lO•J

.

is0 < Crc•< •'cr,2P,
nogrowthimpliesDo,growthto
extremeP impliesD1, and more isometricgrowth im-

pliesD2 typecrystals.Thisregimemaybemuchmore
accessible
experimentallyat very low temperatures.
8.4. Effects of Surface Kinetics

on Cloud

mensions, Acta Nurner., 6, 229, 1997.
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of
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theicecrystalsurface,suchasthe distributionof dislo- Kaldis, E., Principlesof the vapourgrowth of singlecrystals,
in Cryst,
at Growth: Theory and Techniques,
editedby C.
cations,
canleadto verydifferentpredictions
for partiH. L. Goodman, vol. 1, chap. 2, Plenum, New York, 1974.
cleshapesin clouds,and hence,possiblyinaccuratepre- Kikuchi, K., and A. W. Hogan, Propertiesof diamonddust
dictionsof radiative effectsand precipitation formation.
type crystalsobservedin summerseasonat AmundsenScott South Pole Station, Antarctica, J. Meteorol. Soc.
At lowtemperaturesthe effectof surfaceimpedanceon
crystalgrowthmay be enoughto substantiallyincrease Jpn., 57, 180-189, 1979.
supersaturations
in fully glaciatedclouds,whichmay Kobayashi,T., On the variation of ice crystal habit with
temperature,Physicsof Snowand Ice, Part I, edited by
haveimportanteffectson new particle nucleationrates,
H. Oura, pp. 95-104, HokkaidoUniv., Sapporo,Japan,

Evolution

and can also decreasethe massgrowth rate. Tb•eca1965.
pactrance
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effects,
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